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Reflections by Dylan Spaysky consist of three new series of work which repurpose  
common materials into idiosyncratic forms: holographic-like mirrors, heat fan lamps, and 
stacks of bones. The exhibition’s title is both literal and sincere. Mirrors are reflective. (Ok.) 
Artists reflect on culture. (Yes, please explain.) Spaysky’s sculptures, though diminutive in 
scale, allude to engineering feats and architectural spectacles like the Eiffel tower, it’s  
Chicago counterpart (“the Bean”), and other contemporaneous public artworks (e.g.  
Ugo Rondinone’s Seven Magic Mountains). Spaysky’s sculptures use cheap gimmicks 
which are fully exposed through their construction. Our present-day content economy  
similarly uncovers these tourist attractions as manufactured fodder for selfie backdrops 
(either as mirrored object or with the mirrored perspective of a smart phone camera).
 The title also tends toward the metaphorical: a self-reflective feeling runs through 
the exhibition1—and as I’ve experienced during the past few weeks of install—a spiritual 
undertone exists that is simultaneously pensive and giddy. Strips of plug mold are  
installed to wrap around corners of each room: a horizon line on the walls2 from which 
these holographic-like mirrors and heat fan lamps draw power, illuminating the phenom-
enon that unfolds in each apparatus and revealing the artist’s transformational touch.3 
The heat fans are assembled from repeating shapes cut from thin aluminum, and built in a 
cylindrical form that pivots from a pinpoint axis which spins in reaction to the rising heat of 
the light bulbs. The mirrors are constructed from picture frames with one-way mirror film 
applied to the back of the glass, placed in front of different sized mirrors with night lights 
strung up in between that creates a holographic effect:4 an image-space ad infinitum.5  
The bones are composed using fragments from livestock animals and accented with color 
nail polish which the artist purchased at an estate sale.
 Energy. The Infinite. Mortality. The artist’s reclamation of these subjects and  
forms may appear rudimentary at first glance, but in actuality these actions are earnest, 
enigmatic, and profound. This sincerity and communicativeness (and seeking of solid6 
human connection) along with an ad infinitum motif provides a framework for the second 
part of the exhibition which continues upstairs with a mise-en-abyme: on the fourth floor, 
the artist has built a 1:1 scale replica of his Detroit-based gallery,7 named Spaysky Fine Art 
Gallery LLC,8 in which he will present a program of group exhibitions that run concurrently 
with Reflections in the main gallery space downstairs.
 Reflections by Dylan Spaysky is the Detroit-based artist’s second solo exhibition 
with Good Weather and first at the gallery’s Chicago location. Reflections is on view until 
May 7, 2022, with gallery hours on Saturdays and Sundays from 11 a.m.–5 p.m. and on 
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays by appointment.

1 → I’ve procrastinated on writing this text for the last 
several months; in particular, because I’m reimagining 
how exhibitions at Good Weather are manifested. The 
work and the relationship between artist and gallery is 
extremely personal. The exhibition is a space for meaning 
making, connection, and uncertainty. In this context, what 
can language do for an exhibition? How can text about, 
or alongside, an exhibition speak to an artist’s intent 
within their work but still leave room for interpretation and 
ambiguity? Exhibitions are interdependent. How can we 
(the artist and gallery) extend the aesthetic experience of 
the artwork(s) and exhibition(s), while still being generous 
and open through language and exchange, learning from 
each other and with our audience and community? 

2 → Specifically installed at the height of the gallerist’s 
belly button while wearing black Dansko® clogs, the 
installation recalls Edward Krasiński’s blue Scotch tape 
line, Shaker wall pegs, Internet cafes, and counter seating 
plugs at coffee shops and fast casual restaurants.

3 → Torey Akers describes Spaysky’s approach to art 
making as magical in an exhibition essay titled “Boyhood” 
for the artist’s solo exhibition taz at CUE Art Foundation 
(2015): “For such slap-dash constructions, the pull feels 
eerily sophisticated, confounding viewer expectation 
in a subtle burn…where Spaysky’s magic comes to the 
fore—the artist suffuses his work with a soft, lonely  
echo of want too often absent from art addressing  
mass-production.” 

4 → Unlike James Turrell, who produces hyper-polished 
holograms that “aim to make a hologram of light itself,” 
Spaysky uses readily-available and affordable materials  
to create the same effect.

5 → Suggestive of the friendly, and amusing, back-and-
forth reposting of stories on social media; Futurism's 
concerns with dynamism and movement; among other 
references.

6 → “Incredible show. Solid. Spiritual. Bad to the bone.”  
– Crystal Palmer

7 → Along with plans for a second solo show with Good 
Weather, I also invited Spaysky to relocate his eponymous 
gallery to Chicago for the duration of his exhibition.  
He responded with a proposal to build out his space 
(see my research as Twitter thread—https://twitter.com/
haynesriley/status/1275159304765689856—for  
a brief historical context of similar transplantations)  
and we agreed to present two exhibitions (each four 
weeks and one day long) in tandem with his planned 
exhibition schedule at the gallery in Detroit. 

8 → Spaysky has a longstanding practice as artist-curator 
and exhibition organizer through various independent, 
institutionally aligned, and collective curatorial activities 
(namely with the artist-run space Cave), including as 
owner/gallerist of Spaysky Fine Art Gallery LLC: a con-
temporary art gallery that originated out of a second bed-
room at the artist’s former apartment in Hamtramck, and 
which he now operates from the back porch and stairwell 
at his current residence on the west side of Detroit.
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1
Floppy Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, wire,  
pin, aluminum
23 × 9.5 × 9.5 in

2
JC Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way  
mirror film, night lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
32 × 20 × 6 in

3
Contractor Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, wire, pin,  
aluminum coated cardboard
12.5 × 7.5 × 5 in

4
Small Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way  
mirror film, night lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords
23.5 × 13 × 3 in

5
Simple Beauty Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way  
mirror film, night lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords
49.5 × 15 × 3 in

6
Small Hat Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, wire,  
pin, aluminum
14 × 8 × 8 in

7
Green Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way  
mirror film, night light, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
29 × 18.5 × 5.5 in

8
Bones Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, bones, 
wire, pin, beer can
23 × 12 × 12 in

9
Animal Bone Sculpture, 2022
Bone, nail polish
3.5 × 5 × 2.5 in

10
Eif Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, wire,  
pin, aluminum
27 × 21 × 12 in

11
Top Gun Bone, 2022
Bone, nail polish
4 × 5 × 2 in

12
Four Color Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way 
mirror film, night lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
24 × 25 × 6 in

13
Sea Bone Sculpture, 2022
Bone, nail polish
5.5 × 4.5 × 4 in

14
Unreclined Bone Sculpture, 2022
Bone, nail polish
4.5 × 3.5 × 4 in

15
Two Candles Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way 
mirror film, candle lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
41 × 20 × 6 in

16
Shade Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, lampshade, 
wire, pin, electrical tape,  
aluminum
12 × 11 × 11 in

17
Short Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, wire, 
pin, aluminum  
9 × 6 × 6 in

18
Iguana Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, reptile  
heater, wire, pin, aluminum  
coated cardboard
25 × 8.5 × 8.5 in

19
Lots Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way 
mirror film, night lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
49 × 17 × 4 in

20
Trash Heat Fan, 2021
Lamp components, trash can, 
wire, pin, aluminum 
23 × 9 × 9 in

21
Frames Mirror, 2021
Mirror, picture frame, one way 
mirror film, candle lights, wood, 
screws, wire, electrical cords 
30.5 × 17.5 × 4 in
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Dylan Spaysky (b. 1981 Pontiac, Michigan) currently lives and works in Detroit. He earned 
his BFA from the College for Creative Studies in 2007. Solo and two-person exhibitions  
include Good Weather (North Little Rock), What Pipeline (Detroit), CUE Art Foundation 
(New York), Andrew Kreps (New York) (with Mary Ann Aitken), Clifton Benevento (New 
York), Popps Packing (Detroit), and Cleopatra’s (Brooklyn). He has participated in group  
exhibitions at Hannah Hoffman (Los Angeles), AWHRHWAR (Los Angeles), Center  
Galleries (Detroit), What Pipeline (Detroit), Museum of Contemporary Art, Cleveland, 
NGBK (Berlin), Susanne Hilberry Gallery (Ferndale, Michigan), and with Good Weather  
at NADA Miami, among others. He has red hair. He was co-director of Cave (Detroit)  
from 2010 to 2016 and is owner/director at Spaysky Fine Art Gallery LLC (Detroit).


